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1620–1650

Literary geography is an exciting new area of interdisciplinary research. Innovative and engaging, this book applies theories of landscape, space and place from the discipline of cultural geography within an early modern historical context. Different kinds of drama and performance are analysed: from commercial drama by key playwrights, to household masques and entertainments performed by families and in semi-official contexts. Sanders provides a fresh look at works from the careers of Ben Jonson, John Milton and Richard Brome, paying attention to geographical spaces and habitats such as forests, coastlines and arctic landscapes of ice and snow, as well as the more familiar locales of early modern country estates and city streets and spaces. Overall, the book encourages readers to think about geography as kinetic, embodied and physical, not least in its literary configurations, presenting a key contribution to early modern scholarship.
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JULIE SANDERS
in our lived experience, the self is not locked in the body but open to its surroundings; thus the mind overflows into the environment. And so, too, the life of inhabitants overflows into gardens and streets, fields and forests . . .

Tim Ingold, ‘Buildings’

a culture’s most cherished places are not necessarily visible to the eye – spots on the land one can point to. They are made visible in drama – in narrative, song, and performance.

Barry Lopez, Arctic Dreams

For John, angelo dell’orto.
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